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Abstract
Contextual information, including the sentences in the same document and in other documents of the dataset, plays a
crucial role in improving the accuracy of document-level ASR Error Correction (AEC), while most previous works
ignore this. In this paper, we propose a context-aware method that utilizes a k-Nearest Neighbors (kNN) approach to
enhance the AEC model by retrieving a datastore containing contextual information. We conduct experiments on
two English and two Chinese datasets, and the results demonstrate that our proposed model can effectively utilize
contextual information to improve document-level AEC. Furthermore, the context information from the whole dataset
provides even better results.
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1. Introduction

ASR Error Correction (AEC) is a task that aims
to rectify errors in a text produced by automatic
speech recognition (ASR) systems. Document-
level ASR error correction (Doc-AEC) is a special-
ized form of AEC that focuses on correcting errors
in a document, where the sentences within the doc-
ument have contextual relationships. Unfortunately,
most previous ASR error correction methods pri-
marily focus on sentence-level correction (Zhao
et al., 2021; Dutta et al., 2022), often neglecting
contextual information.

However, in many ASR scenarios, such as news
reports, telephone conversations, and audiobooks,
contextual information plays a important role in ac-
curately recognizing speech. An example of the
news reports text is shown in Table 1, in order to
correct the subject "他(He)", it is necessary to have
contextual information such as "朱婷(Zhu Ting)".
To solve such a problem, we try to model the docu-
ment context in the document-level AEC. Neverthe-
less, there are limited studies (Wang et al., 2021,
2022b) on incorporating contextual information into
Doc-AEC.

Document-level text generation tasks share a
similar task paradigm and the approaches used to
model documents are generally applicable. Mean-
while, there has been advancement in machine
translation at the document level, where techniques
such as including an additional encoder for con-
textual information for each sentence (sent2sent)
(Zheng et al., 2020; Khandelwal et al., 2020b) and
directly inputting multiple sentences from the entire
document (doc2doc) (Wang et al., 2021, 2022b)
have been developed. These two methods con-
struct the connection of document context by ex-

Context 本场比赛朱婷三七次扣球得到二十一分。
Trans. Zhu Ting scored twenty-one points in this

game with three seven buckets.
Label 她(She)还凭借拦网和发球分别拿到七分

和一分。
Trans. She also had seven points and one point

with her block and serve, respectively.
BART 他(He)还凭借拦网和发球分别拿到七分和

一分。

Table 1: Example of document-level AEC errors,
including context, label and BART output.

panding the scope of attention. Nevertheless, this
approach encounters two issues: the length of doc-
ument context is constrained by self-attention com-
putation and incorporating too much unselected
context brings additional noise. Moreover, it has
been observed that the methodology relying on
nearest neighbor retrieval has made advancements
in numerous tasks (Khandelwal et al., 2020b; Wu
et al., 2021) and may be utilized as a technique
for context modeling. Inspired by the above works,
for document-level AEC, we propose a kNN-based
context-aware model, which augments the model
via kNN retrieval from a context datastore. Our
model can effectively solve the aforementioned is-
sues.

Our context-aware model retrieves contextual
information from a datastore to acquire useful infor-
mation for rectifying the current sentence. There-
fore, the construction of the datastore is crucial
and determines which contexts we model. For
document-level tasks, the document itself is the
most important context we need to model. There-
fore, we can build a context datastore based on the
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context within a document, which we call the douc-
ment context; however, the context information is
not only limited to the current document. Consid-
ering that other documents in the dataset have the
same domain as the current document, we extend
the context from the current document to all docu-
ments in the dataset. At this point, the datastore
saves contextual information for the entire dataset,
which we call the dataset context. From document
context to dataset context, our model can retrieve
from richer contextual datastore. In addition, con-
sidering the real-time needs of speech recognition,
we often need online models. The online contex-
aware AEC model needs to correct errors and build
the datastore synchronously in real time. In this
online case, the content of the datastore contains
only the preceding part of the current sentence and
can not model the following sentences. The of-
fline model, as opposed to the online model, can
model both the preceding and following sentences
together. In a real ASR scenario, online and offline
models can co-exist and complement each other.
The online model first corrects errors in real time
and builds a datastore. When the online error cor-
rection is completed, the datastore of the online
model can be used as the initialization of the offline
datastore. In general, we improve the construc-
tion of the datastore in two dimensions: timing of
data construction（online and offline) and scope of
the datastore context(document context to dataset
context).

Finally, we develop a document-level ASR error
correction model with a kNN attention layer that
utilizes k-Nearest Neighbors to model context in-
formation from the same document and the whole
dataset, for both online and offline models. The
main contributions of this article are as follows:

• We propose a new context modeling approach
for document-level ASR error correction, which
incorporates contextual information using a
kNN retrieval mechanism.

• We extend the online model to the offline model
and broaden the context scope from document
to entire dataset, thereby maximizing the con-
textual information that can be modeled.

• Experiments1 on four document-level AEC
datasets demonstrate that our model effec-
tively utilizes contextual information to en-
hance the performance of the error correction
model.

1https://github.com/jiangjin1999/
context_ASR

2. Background

2.1. Context Definition
In natural language processing, the term "context"
has a rich meaning, referring to the information and
surrounding context related to a piece of text. De-
pending on the source of the information, context
can be divided into the following four types : the cur-
rent sentence, the k sentences before and after the
current sentence, the document in which the cur-
rent sentence is located, and the dataset in which
the current document is located. In this article, we
are modeling the context of the entire document in
which the current sentence is located and the entire
dataset in which the current document is located.

2.2. Transformer: Local Attention
The Transformer model consists of standard atten-
tion layers, including "Scaled Dot-Product Atten-
tion" and "Multi-Head Attention". In particular, in
this paper, Q,K, V refer to the matrices after linear
projections. The corresponding equations are as
follows.

Scaled Dot-Product Attention:

Attention(Q,K, V ) = softmax

(
QKT

√
dk

)
V (1)

Multi-Head Attention:

MultiHead(Q,K, V )

= Concat (head1, . . . ,headh)W
O

where headi

= Attention(Qi,Ki, Vi)

(2)

Where Qi,Ki, Vi ∈ Rbs×l×dhead are the i-th head
matrices after linear projections. Variable definition:
bs: batch size, h: head num, l: sequence length,
dmodel: dimension of each head.

2.3. Nearest Neighbor-based Model
k-nearest neightbors (kNN) algorithm has wide ap-
plications in the field of natural language process-
ing. Its main goal is to improve the model perfor-
mance by retrieving the top-k results based on dis-
tance measurement in a datastore. The datastore
format includes a series of key-value pairs((K,V)),
where the values are returned by searching the
keys.

One popular model is kNN-MT (Khandelwal
et al., 2020b). During the training phase, this ap-
proach records the decoder representations (f(ci))
for each input (wi) in the training data (D) as
keys and their corresponding target tokens as
values:(K,V) = {(f(ci), wi) | (ci, wi) ∈ D}.

Furthermore, the kNN algorithm is not limited to
this. The key used for searching and the key value

https://github.com/jiangjin1999/context_ASR
https://github.com/jiangjin1999/context_ASR
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Figure 1: An overview of our context-aware AEC model. The left half of the figure is the simplified
end-to-end model schematic. The right half shows the computation of the kNN-augmented attention layer.
The tensor flow starts from the purple line, then divides into local attention and kNN attention, and finally
the weighted additions to output.

used for storage can also take other forms. In this
paper, the key used for searching is the query in
self-attention and the key-value used for datastore
is the key-value in self-attention.

3. Methodology

The core of our work lies in enhancing the seq2seq
model with a kNN attention layer, enabling the
model to access a datastore storing contextual in-
formation. In section 3.1, we will present the overall
structure of the model, as well as the training and
test processes when incorporating the kNN atten-
tion layer. Section 3.2 will elaborate on the compu-
tational details of the kNN attention layer. Section
3.3 will outline how we batch processing document
data in the document-level scenarios. In section
3.4, we will discuss how we build different datas-
tores for online and offline models, which determine
the contextual information we use.

3.1. Model Structure
As shown in Figure 1, our context-aware AEC
model is an encoder-decoder architecture. The
encoder is a vanilla transformer encoder while the
decoder is a transformer decoder that incorporates
a kNN attention layer. The model takes uncorrected
ASR results as input and generates corrected re-
sults as output.

The kNN attention layer introduces external data-
store through a nearest neighbor retrieval mecha-
nism. Specifically, datastores are constructed for
the train, test and validation stages respectively.
During the training phase, the model updates its
parameters based on the retrieval results from the

datastores. In the inference phase, the model uti-
lizes retrieval results to assist in error correction
without updating parameters.

3.2. kNN-augmented Attention Layer

In our model, one of the layers in the transformer de-
coder is a kNN-augmented attention layer. Unlike
the standard decoder layer, it performs an approx-
imate k-nearest neighbor search operation in an
external datastore. The computation of this layer
consists of two parts: local attention and kNN atten-
tion. The right side of Figure 1 explains the tensor
flow of these two parts in the model. The red flow
represents the local attention, which is computed in
the same way as the standard self-attention calcu-
lation, as we have introduced in Section 2.2. The
blue flow and datastore refer to the kNN attention
computation.

The computation of kNN attention involves both
kNN search and attention calculation. For kNN
search, the input is queries that are the same as
local attention. After similarity matching, it returns
the top-k key-value pairs for each token in each
query, as shown in Equation 3.

knn_K, knn_V = kNN search(Q) (3)

For attention calculation based on kNN search re-
sults, we first compute the dot product between
each query and the retrieved keys to obtain the
attention matrix. Then, we calculate the weighted
sum of the attention matrix and the retrieved values.
Unlike local attention, each query corresponds to k
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key-value pairs, as shown in the following formula:

kNN_MultiHead(Q, knn_K, knn_V )

= Average[knn_heads,K]WO

where knn_heads
= Concat (knn_head1, . . . , knn_headh)

where knn_headi
= Attention (Qi, knn_Ki, knn_Vi)

(4)

Where knn_Ki, knn_Vi ∈ Rbs×l×dhead×k are
the i-th head retrieved matrices, knn_heads ∈
Rbs×h×l×dhead×k and k represents retrieving neigh-
bors number.

By computing local attention, we can obtain the
local output (red matrix in Figure 1). By computing
kNN attention, we can obtain the kNN output (blue
matrix in Figure 1). The final output(purple matrix
in Figure 1) of kNN-augmented attention layer is
obtained by applying a weighted calculation using
the gate hyper-parameter g .

3.3. Data Batching
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Figure 2: An illustration of data batching and con-
text datastore construction strategies for online and
offline. Legend implication: "current sentence: cur-
rent correction sentence, doc-context: other sen-
tences of the document where the current sentence
is located, dataset-context: other sentences of the
dataset where the current sentence is located (e.g.,
the whole test set), out of context: sentences that
have not been processed by in online mode."

Figure 2 illustrates how we batch process docu-
ments of different lengths in a document-level sce-
nario. To process multiple documents in parallel,
we set the batch size to the first dimension of the
datastore, which corresponds to the rows in the grid
shown in the figure. Then, we sort the documents
based on the rules of top-to-bottom (e.g., Doc D on
the second row and Doc E on the third row) and
less-to-many (e.g., Doc G on the third row and Doc

H on the second row). Finally, we align and pad
the documents to the length of the longest row.

In addition, in our experiments, the batch sizes
for train, test and validation are often different.
For example, in the AISHELL-1 dataset, there are
340/20/40 documents in the train/test/validation
sets. Due to GPU memory constraints, the maxi-
mum batch size for this dataset is 64, while there
are only 20 and 40 documents in the test and val-
idation sets. Therefore, in order to process the
different documents in parallel, we can only set the
final batch size to 64/20/40.

3.4. Context Datastore Construction
As shown in Figure 2, the construction of the context
datastore can be divided into two modes: online
and offline. Online means that the datastore is con-
structed using only the preceding text of the current
sentence, while offline means that the datastore
is constructed using the preceding and following
text of the current sentence. For a document-level
task, each mode can be further categorized into
two types: doc-context and dataset-context. "doc-
context" refers to the use of sentences in the docu-
ment as contextual information to construct data-
store, while "dataset context" refers to the use of
all documents in the current dataset as contextual
information to construct datastore. In general, our
model has four different types of context datastore
construction. Different contextual datastore con-
struction types correspond to different contextual
information.

Online The online model initializes a datastore at
the beginning and updates it while correcting the
input sentence. During the correction, the model
stores the key-value pairs of each token in the cur-
rent sentence to the datastore through kNN add op-
eration kNN add(K,V ). Therefore, when correct-
ing in the i-th sentence, the online model can only
search within the datastore comprised of the pre-
ceding sentences (the 1st to the (i−1)th sentences).
That is, the datastore of the online mode includes
only the preceding text of the current sentence. For
doc-context, the preceding sentences only include
the sentences from the same document that comes
before the current sentence. For dataset-context,
the preceding sentences include all sentences in
the document that have been stored.

Offline The offline model constructs a datastore
in advance. In practical scenarios, we can first ob-
tain real-time correction results through the online
model and then use the datastore stored in the on-
line model as the initialization of the offline model
datastore. This way, the offline model can simulta-
neously obtain information from both the preceding
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and following sentences for the current sentence.
Therefore, in offline mode, the doc-context model
can search the datastore composed of the preced-
ing and following sentences in the current docu-
ment. The dataset-context model can search all
documents in the current dataset.

4. Experiments

4.1. Datasets and Evaluation Metrics
Considering that there are no publicly available
document-level ASR Error Correction datasets,we
construct two Mandarin datasets and two En-
glish datasets from ASR datasets containing doc-
ument formats: AISHELL-1 (Bu et al., 2017),
HKUST (Pascale Fung, Shudong Huang, David
Graff, 2005), LIBRISPEECH_CLEAN and LIB-
RISPEECH_OTHER (Panayotov et al., 2015). De-
tails about the datasets, including data statistics
and the ASR model used, can be found in Appendix
A.1.

For evaluation metrics, we use character er-
ror rate (CER) and character error rate reduction
(CERR), word error rate (WER) and word error rate
reduction (WERR) as metrics for Chinese and En-
glish respectively.

4.2. Training and Inference Details
For the training phase, first, we use the pre-trained
BART to train a sentence-level AEC model, which
serves as our baseline model. Subsequently, we
use the baseline model as the initialization of our
Context-aware AEC model. Then, our model re-
trieves the context datastore through the kNN atten-
tion layer and incorporates the retrieval results into
the model, and finally the model parameters are up-
dated. For the inference phase, the model does not
update the parameters. Inference is performed di-
rectly by incorporating the retrieval results through
the kNN attention layer. In addition, we construct
separate datastores for the training and inference
phases. For the online model, we build the datas-
tore in real time during the training and inference
phases. For the offline model, we directly use the
datastore of the online model as the initialization of
the datastore of the offline model.

In the kNN attention layer, we employ approx-
imate kNN search to speed the model through
FAISS library (Johnson et al., 2019). The hyperpa-
rameters and model configurations are shown in
Appendix A.2

4.3. Baseline Models
Sentence-level ASR error correction based on pre-
trained BART is our first baseline. Compared with

this baseline, it is possible to verify whether our ap-
proach can effectively use contextual information to
improve error correction performance. Since there
is no model on document-level ASR error correc-
tion, we construct two baseline models based on
two paradigms for document-level text generation
tasks. For sent2sent, we construct a dual encoder
model to separately encode the current sentence
and the sentences before and after the current sen-
tence to introduce contextual information. For the
document-to-document model, we use a sliding
window to input the preceding and following k sen-
tences of the current sentence as one document
into the error correction model.

4.4. Main Results

The experimental results are listed in Table 2. The
first four rows of the table are the uncorrected re-
sults and the results of the three baselines. Com-
paring the three baseline models, we can see that
the two document-level baseline models (dual en-
coder and sliding k) perform even worse than the
sentence-level BART baseline in most cases. Only
the dual encoder baseline model achieves some im-
provement in HKUST and the two English datasets.
This indicates on the one hand that the context in
ASR error correction is of limited help to the error
correction task, and on the other hand that directly
introducing the sentences before and after the cur-
rent sentence may introduce additional noise that
makes the model less effective.

The last four rows of the table show the results
of our proposed model for four different datastore
construction methods. The four different construc-
tion methods imply different contextual information.
The specific differences are presented in section
3.4. Compared with the baseline, our four models
achieve better results in most cases. This shows
that our approach can effectively use context to
improve error correction. The comparison between
the four datastore construction methods shows that
the offline models all work better than the online
models, which indicates the significance to intro-
duce information about both the preceding and the
following context of the current sentence. In addi-
tion, the models using the dataset context to build
the datastore show a small improvement over the
models using only the document context, suggest-
ing that documents other than the current one can
also help the model to correct errors better. Overall,
the offline dataset context model achieves the best
results on all four datasets, which demonstrates
that using more contexts in our model can lead to
better results.
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Method
AISHELL-1 HKUST LIB_CLEAN LIB_OTHER

CER↓ CERR↑ CER↓ CERR↑ WER↓ WERR↑ WER↓ WERR↑
RAW 4.312 - 27.60 - 4.553 - 9.136 -
BART 3.528 18.18 21.36 22.61 1.967 56.80 4.318 52.74

Dual (sent2sent) 3.569 17.23 21.10 23.55 1.958 57.00 4.304 52.89
Sliding k(doc2doc) 3.638 15.63 22.84 17.25 1.995 56.18 4.855 46.86
Online AEC(doc) 3.412 20.87 21.23 23.08 1.844 59.50 4.252 53.46

Online AEC(dataset) 3.379 21.64 20.68 25.07 1.835 59.70 4.245 53.54
Offline AEC(doc) 3.407 20.99 20.96 24.06 1.827 59.87 4.237 53.62

Offline AEC(dataset) 3.336* 22.63* 20.66* 25.14 * 1.822* 59.98 * 4.237* 53.62*

Table 2: The performances of our kNN Contex-aware AEC model in four different datastore construction
methods and baseline models. (doc) and (dataset): document contex and dataset context. Dual: Dual
Encoder baseline. LIB_CLEAN and LIB_OTHER: LIBRISPEECH_CLEAN and LIBRISPEECH_OTHER
datasets. "*" indicates statistically significant at p < 0.05 compared to the BART baselines.

5. Analysis and Discussion

5.1. Error Type Statistics

The percentage of errors that lack context illustrates
the importance of document ASR error correction.
Taking the AISHELL-1 dataset as an example, we
perform statistics on the results after applying the
baseline model for error correction. The statistical
results are shown in table 3. The proportion of
these errors due to lack of context is nearly one
quarter. In addition, previous work on AEC at the
sentence level performs relevant statistics. Table
5 in Zhao et al. (2021) statisticizes the types of
errors in the dataset they construct. The types of
errors with insufficient context account for 37% of
all errors.

Error type Percentage

Insufficient Context 24%
Nouns Error 34%
Equal Expression 10%
Label Error 7%
Model Error 25%

Table 3: Error type statistics. "Insufficient Context"
is an error caused by lack of contextual informa-
tion. "Nouns Error" is a noun or entity error. "Equal
Expression" is when the output of the model does
not match the label but is actually correct. "Label
Error" is when the output of the model is correct
but the label is erroneous. "Model Error" is an error
that cannot be correctly corrected by the current
model, and may be related to features such as pro-
nunciation.

Context 李斯达(name)表示自己跟周云露并没有
深仇大恨

Label 目前李斯达(name)被关押在朝阳看守所

BART 目前李思达(name)被关押在朝阳看守所

Ours 目前李斯达(name)被关押在朝阳看守所

Context 深入贯彻落实科学发展观。
Trans. Deeply implement the scientific concept

of development.
Label 编者按：为深入贯彻落实中央八项规定精

神。
Trans. Editor’s note: In order to thoroughly imple-

ment the spirit of the eight central regula-
tions.

BART 编者按：为深入管撤落实中央八项规定精
神。

Ours 编者按：为深入贯彻落实中央八项规定精
神。

Table 4: Some examples from AISHELL-1. The
words in green mean context information and the
words in red mean error and the words in blue mean
label.

5.2. Case Study

From the experimental cases, we can see that con-
textual information help the model correct some
errors that cannot be corrected by sentence-level
baselines. As shown in Table 4, our context-aware
AEC model corrects李思达 to李斯达 by retrieving
the correct person name that appears in the docu-
ment context. For the second example, its context
"深入贯彻落实科学发展观。" is a sentence from
another document in the dataset. The fact that the
model can correct "管撤" to "贯彻" indicates that
the model further improves the results by retrieving
over a larger context datastore. More examples
can be seen in Appendix A.3.
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5.3. Ablation Study
Inspired by Li et al. (2020), we wonder if context
brings better correction performance or just noise
brings help. Therefore we perform ablation study as
shown in Table 5. We can see that either "shuffle"
or "random" gives worse model results. Therefore,
we can conclude that document context does help.

Context AISHELL-1 HKUST
Contex AEC 3.407 20.96
→ shuffle 3.436 21.13
→ random 3.501 21.50

Contex LIB_CLEAN LIB_OTHER
Contex AEC 1.827 4.237
→ shuffle 1.983 4.294
→ random 1.942 4.466

Table 5: Ablation test results with Offline doc-contex
AEC model. Metrics are CER and WER. "shuffle"
means to break up the document data. "random"
means to replace the retrieved results with a ran-
dom vector.

5.4. Information Retrieved from Context
Table 6 shows what information the model retrieves
in the document context. For example, the input:
"目前李" prefers to output "斯" instead of "思" be-
cause it retrieves "李斯达 " in the context.

5.5. Effect of Key Hyperparameters

Figure 3: Effect of the number of neighbors re-
trieved and kNN attention layer index on AISHELL-
1 datasete. The performance of the baseline is
marked with a gray dashed line. The Y-axis is the
CER metric, and the smaller this metric is the better
the model is.

Number of neighbors We study the effect of
the number of nearest neighbors (k) the model re-
trieved from the context datastore. Figure 3 shows
that performance improves rapidly as the number
of neighbors increases, but begins to decline grad-
ually once it reaches around 16, 32, and 64. There-
fore, we only need to retrieve 16 neighbors and
we can obtain a comparable results with 32 or 64
neighbors.

kNN layer index We experiment with adding the
kNN attention layer to all layers in the transformer
decoder. As shown in Figure 3, the performance
of the model improves when incorporating the kNN
attention layer into a deeper layer of the model, like
layer 4, layer 5, or layer 6. The optimal performance
is achieved when the attention layer is added to the
5-th layer.

Figure 4: Effect of the interpolation parameter gate
value. AEC-zh and BART-zh represent the re-
sults of our contextual AEC model and BART base-
line on the Chinese dataset ASHELL-1. AEC-en
and BART-en represent the results on the English
dataset LIBRISPEECH_CLEAN. The left Y-axis
and the right Y-axis indicate the metric results in
Chinese and English, respectively.

Gate Value As shown in Figure 4, the best results
of the model are obtained for gate values around
0.4 and 0.5. In addition, smaller gate values will
weaken the contextual information but not worse
than the baseline. However, larger gate values may
result in very poor results by weakening the original
information of the current sentence.

5.6. Inference Time
As shown in Table 7, we investigated the inference
time of the context-aware AEC model. It can be
seen that there is not much difference between
the inference speed of our model and the base-
line. This is partly because we use the approx-
imate k-nearest neighbor retrieval algorithm and
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Query Index Input Output Uncorrected sentence Retrieved Index Retrieved context
13004 目前李 斯 目前李思达(name)... 12922 李斯达(name)
3964 为深入 贯 为深入管撤落实... 4203 深入贯彻落实

Table 6: Examples of document context retrieval in case study. The "Query Index" represents the position
of the current token in the document in the "Input", while the "Retrieved Index" represents the position of
the retrieved token in the document context. The "Uncorrected sentence" is the output of the baseline
model, while the "Output" is the result of the model after incorporating the "Retrieved context"

ms/sent k doc-context dataset-context

BART - 85.42

Contex AEC

4 89.70(×1.05) 109.3(×1.28)
8 95.67(×1.12) 122.1(×1.43)
16 101.6(×1.19) 128.1(×1.50)
32 104.2(×1.22) 132.4(×1.55)

Table 7: Inference time of our context-aware AEC
model with doc-context and dataset-context and
BART baseline. All results are tested on 112 cores
Intel(R) Xeon(R) Gold 6330 CPU 2.00GHz with a
A40-48GB GPU

the FAISS index supports GPU computation. On
the other hand, the size of our datastore is small.
Compared to the kNN-MT method which uses the
entire training set to construct the datastore, our
largest datastore only includes the test data itself.

5.7. Evaluation on ChatGPT

dataset model CER

AISHELL-1

BART 4.32
Context AEC 3.37
Chatgpt-sent 5.89
Chatgpt-doc 6.48

Table 8: Chatgpt evaluation results on AISHELL-1.
Chatgpt-sent inputs single sentence and Chatgpt-
doc inputs entire document.

The emergence of ChatGPT has had a signifi-
cant impact on natural language processing tasks.
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we
conduct an experiment to compare ChatGPT’s per-
formance to that of the BART baseline and our
model in the ASR error correction task. The results,
presented in Table 8, indicate that ChatGPT per-
forms even worse than the BART baseline on the
AISHELL-1 dataset. Further details, including the
model and prompts used, can be found in Appendix
A.4.

6. Related Work

Document-level Error Correction and Machine
Translation There is limited research addressing
document-level tasks for error correction, including
document-level AEC. Yuan and Bryant (2021) pro-
posed a document-level correction model and met-
rics for grammatical error correction tasks. For ASR
error correction, no research has been devoted to
addressing document-level AEC tasks. However,
Wang et al. (2021, 2022b) introduced information
from the context list by adding an additional context
encoder to the original ASR error correction model.
Bekal et al. (2021) solved entity-related problems
in AEC tasks by utilizing kNN search of an entity
datastore.

In Machine translation, document-level machine
translation has received increasing research at-
tention (Voita et al., 2018; Zheng et al., 2020;
Yang et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2022; Feng et al.,
2022; Sun et al., 2022). Some studies (sent2sent)
(Werlen et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2018; Guo and
Le Nguyen, 2020; Zheng et al., 2020) have in-
troduced additional context encoders on top of
sentence-level machine translation and are jointly
trained with the original model. Other studies
(doc2doc) (Ma et al., 2020; Bao et al., 2021) con-
catenate multiple sentences or directly output the
entire document for translation.

Retrieval Augmentation Retrieval-Augmented
Paradigm has been broadly utilized in a variety
of tasks such as language modeling (Guu et al.,
2020) and machine translation (Gu et al., 2018).
Several researchers have used external datastores
to enhance language modeling performance, in-
cluding Khandelwal et al. (2020a); Borgeaud et al.
(2022); Wu et al. (2021); Zhong et al. (2022). For
text generation tasks, Khandelwal et al. (2020b)
have created data stores from training sets and
utilized a nearest neighbor classifier over a vast
datastore to enable machine translation. Moreover,
comparable strategies are broadly utilized in other
MT-like text generation tasks (Zheng et al., 2021;
Wang et al., 2022a; Yin et al., 2022).
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7. Conclusion and Future Works

To summarize, we propose a context-aware model
for document-level ASR error correction that uti-
lizes k nearest neighbors to model document and
dataset context. Our model effectively utilizes con-
textual information to enhance the performance of
the error correction model, demonstrating the im-
portance of incorporating contextual information
in ASR scenarios. For future work, we are inter-
ested in extending our kNN-based context-aware
AEC architecture to other text generation tasks like
document-level machine translation.

8. Limitations

Our proposed context-aware AEC model is a novel
and general model. The model can be applied to
all document-level text generation tasks. There-
fore, in order to validate the generality of the model,
we should experiment on other tasks such as
document-level machine translation.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Datasets
We evaluate our approach on four datasets:
AISHELL-1, HKUST, LIBRISPEECH_CLEAN and
LIBRISPEECH_OTHER. Table 10 displays statis-
tics and dataset-specific model settings.

A.2. Hyperparameters of the Model
The model configurations and hyperparameters are
shown in Table 9. Model checkpoint and model con-
fig for pre-training BART are from huggingface23.

seed 2023
optimizer AdamW

lr 0.00005
weight_decay 0.02
scheduler type linear

early stop 5
beam search 4

device A40-48GB GPU

pretrain-model BART-BASE
kNN layers 6

Table 9: Model configurations and hyperparame-
ters in our experiments.

A.3. Context Case
More cases can be seen in the table 11.

A.4. Evaluation on ChatGPT
Table 8 displays the performance results of Chat-
GPT, which were obtained using the gpt-3.5-turbo-
0301 model. We evaluated ChatGPT in two modes:
chatgpt-sent, which inputs a single sentence, and
chatgpt-doc, which inputs either an entire docu-
ment or multiple sentences. The prompts used for
each mode are described in detail in Table 12.

2https://huggingface.co/facebook/
bart-base

3https://huggingface.co/fnlp/
bart-base-chinese
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Datatset AISHELL-1 HKUST

durations(hours) 178 148.6
sentence number 120,098/14,326/7,716 159,532/3,307/4508

sentence average length 15.41/15.33/15.6 14.30/16.69/14.73
document number 340/20/40 852/22/24

average sentence number 353.23/358.8/358.15 187.24/150.32/187.83
language zh zh

ASR wenet(Yao et al., 2021) went(Yao et al., 2021)

batch size 128/40/20 64/22/24
datastore size 43120/14840/14920 250160/16560/19920

max seqence length 40 80

Datatset LIBRISPEECH_CLEAN LIBRISPEECH_OTHER

hours 475 507.1
sentence number 132,544/2,621/2,704 32,922/2,940/2865

sentence average length 34.59/20.06/20.12 32.92/17.80/17.78
document number 2,683/87/96 622/90/91

average sentence number 49.42/30.13/27.88 52.93/33.67/31.48
language en en

ASR fairseq(Ott et al., 2019) fairseq(Ott et al., 2019)

batch size 48/48/48 48/48/48
datastore size 284300/11300/9800 95700/13000/13100

max seqence length 100 100

Table 10: Statistics and dataset-specific model settings of four datasets. Format: train/dev/test.

Sentence

Context re enter butler and three footmen who remove the tea things hostess to guest.

Label in novels the hero has often pushed his meals away untasted but no stage hero
would do anything so unnatural as this.

BART and novels the hero has often pushed his meals away untasted but no steed
hero would do anything so unnatural as this.

Ours in novels the hero has often pushed his meals away untasted but no steed hero
would do anything so unnatural as this.

Context 好莱坞当红明星之前曾被盛传将扮演钢铁侠(Iron Man)。

Label 他(He)确实拿下了这个角色。

BART 她(She)确实拿下了这个角色。

Ours 他(He)确实拿下了这个角色。

Context 李斯达(name)表示自己跟周云露并没有深仇大恨。

Label 目前李斯达(name)被关押在朝阳区看守所。

BART 目前李思达(name)被关押在朝阳区看守所。

Ours 目前李斯达(name)被关押在朝阳区看守所。

Context 呼救报警时称有人入屋行凶。

Label 又(and)供称是自己失手杀妻。

BART 有(have)传称是自己失手杀妻。

Ours 又(and)供称是自己失手杀妻。

Table 11: Cases.
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Chatgpt-sent

Prompt 你是一个通用领域的语音识别后纠错系统，主要纠正语音识别过程中由于发音
相似和遗漏识别导致的错误，且纠错前后句子长度接近。首先逐个地检测每个
字是否错误，并逐个地纠正对应的错误字符，输入中大部分字是正确的；然后
系统输出完整的纠错后的句子。系统输出格式为：“纠错结果：”。系统要尽可
能保持输入句子的结构，尽可能少修改，不能过度纠正，系统只输出最后的纠
错结果。给下面句子纠错:

Translation You are a general-purpose domain post-speech recognition error correction
system, which mainly corrects errors caused by similar pronunciation and
missed recognition during speech recognition, and the sentence length before
and after error correction is close. First detects each word one by one for errors
and corrects the corresponding incorrect characters one by one, with most
of the words in the input being correct;Then the system outputs the complete
corrected sentence. The system output format is: "Error correction result:" . The
system should keep the structure of the input sentence as much as possible,
modify as little as possible, and not over-correct, and the system only outputs
the final error correction result. Correct the following sentence:

Chatgpt-doc

Prompt 你是一个通用领域的文档级语音识别后纠错系统，主要纠正语音识别过程中由
于发音相似和遗漏识别导致的错误，且纠错前后句子长度接近。另外你要考虑
文档中的上下文信息来纠正错误。首先逐个地检测每个字是否错误，并逐个地
纠正对应的错误字符，输入中大部分字是正确的；然后系统输出完整的纠错
后的句子。系统输出格式为：“纠错结果：”。系统要尽可能保持输入句子的结
构，尽可能少修改，不能过度纠正，系统只输出最后的纠错结果。给下面句子
纠错:

Translation You are a general-purpose domain document-level post-speech recognition
error correction system that corrects errors caused by similar pronunciation
and missed recognition during speech recognition, and the sentence lengths
before and after correction are close. In addition you want to consider the
contextual information in the document to correct the errors. First detecting
each word one by one whether it is wrong and correcting the corresponding
wrong character one by one, most of the words in the input are correct;Then the
system outputs the complete corrected sentence. The system output format
is: "Error correction result:". The system should keep the structure of the input
sentence as much as possible, modify as little as possible, and not over-correct,
and the system only outputs the final error correction result. Correct the following
sentences:

Table 12: Sentence-level and document-level chatgpt prompt.
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